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Pearson Education Limited, United Kingdom, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book. “Rigby Star” is a guided reading programme developed specifically to meet the requirements of the NLS. It offers stories and teaching support to help plan and manage guided reading lessons - all within a structured reading programme. Teaching versions offer support for every title, with prompts for discussing the story summary; preparing pupils for the “walkthrough”, in which the pupils think about such clues to the book as the blurb, the cover image and title. The readers are part of a carefully levelled structure to help ensure that every child has the right book, at the right time. Every book has links to independent/group reading and writing activities. The scheme also offers support for follow-up and assessment, such as suggestions for further activities and assessment. There is a writing activity linked to every book.
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Reviews

Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was written quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.

-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.

-- Meagan Roob